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Politicians who do not appear confident as political
‘performers’ are viewed less favourably by voters
Politicians are expected to be confident, articulate, and telegenic. But does their demenour actually affect the way
that they are viewed by voters? According to research carried out by Delia Dumitrescu and her colleagues, it
does, with even voters who agree with what is being said reacting negatively to un-confident and less-polished
politicians. 
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Political pundits occasionally speculate that being visibly nervous hurts a candidate’s chances at the polls. But is
there any evidence to back this speculation?Do candidates loose from being non-confident in front of the screen?
Previous political communication scholarship does not offer a clear answer to this question. This is because
candidates do not just have a nonverbal demeanor, but also give speeches, and the verbal part of the candidate’s
communication may have the lion share role in voters’ evaluations. In other words, despite pundits’ intuition, it
may be that what the candidates say matters, and not how they say it.
But there is also evidence that people do form opinions of a person from how they look and act, and not from
what they say. And some of this evidence stresses the primordial role of nonverbal information for evaluations,
due to the automatic nature of this evaluation process.
And while there’s no real telling from previous research if a candidate can expect to lose from not being confident
when delivering a speech, there is also the possibility that any evidence on the matter may depend on what type
of judgement we’re talking about. For example, people have been shown to rely to a different degree on verbal or
nonverbal information to decide on a person’s character or on their qualifications.
The study
We looked at the impact of showing confidence on a candidate’s evaluations using an experiment in the
laboratory. Since we conducted this experiment with the participation of Canadian voters, we adapted it to the
Canadian system. The Canadian system is similar to the UK one, as both countries elect just one representative
per district with the candidate getting the most votes winning the seat.
To produce a naturalistic setting we watched speeches of Canadian candidates on Youtube and created a similar
video and audio setting for our laboratory experiment. We hired a middle aged actor whom we pretested among
other actors to look about average, neither too old, nor too young, neither too attractive, nor too unattractive. We
then asked him to video record four speeches that were different only with respect to some key features.
In one speech, the actor gave a well-structured, well-articulated and well-informed speech while exhibiting clear
signs of confidence. Such signs were an upright, slightly backward leaning body pose with open arms and firm
gestures. We then asked him to give the same speech while acting non-confident, that is, while having a bent
back, with his hands crossed and without making many gestures. In two other experimental conditions, he gave a
poorly structured, poorly informed speech either with the same confident attitude or with the same non-confident
attitude. Since we kept constant not just the person, but also most other aspects of the communication as well
(for example, the candidate’s party, his clothes attire, the video background, the lighting), we are therefore
confident that we can tease out the effects of a confident attitude on voters’ candidate evaluations.
To maximize our experimental control, we also asked only individuals whom we knew would be similarly disposed
to the candidate’s party. Our participants were all positive about the party, and therefore had a start-up favorable
evaluation of the candidate as well. Thus, the test for the importance of a confident attitude on candidate
evaluations is a very conservative one.
We find that a confident attitude improved the candidate’s evaluations on two out of three dimensions. First, it
improved voters’ opinions of his qualifications for being a national representative. Voters rated the confident
looking version of the candidate on average 6 percentage points higher on job credentials indicators. A confident
attitude had an even stronger impact on a second dimension: his perceived prospects of clinching the job, or in
other words, his electability. The confident looking candidate was credited on average with 10 percentage points
higher chances of winning the seat in his constituency.
But confidence is not the only factor that matters: what the candidate says has a slightly lesser, but noticeable
impact as well. A well-structured, well-articulated speech drove both a candidate’s overall job qualifications and
electability ratings about 6 percentage points higher.  If we compare the impact of how confident the candidate
looks with the impact of the quality of his speech on these evaluations, we find that both these dimensions
affected almost equally the candidate’s job qualifications ratings. But the confidence factor had a much bigger
power on people’s opinions of how well the candidate will do at the polls.
Why is the impact of confidence on electability important? Because recent research suggests that electability is
an important factor people take into account when casting their vote especially in intra-party elections, when
voters find it more difficult to distinguish between candidates on ideological backgrounds, because these are too
similar. This means that confidence may affect who gets selected from a party, and therefore, indirectly, the pool
of candidates voters can choose from on election day.
We find therefore that the pundits’ intuition that not being confident hurts a candidate’s chances can be right, even
when voters are sympathetic to the candidate’s party (as opposed to undecided). This may be bad news for those
who think the quality of the discourse should carry the day, but the glass is only half empty. In fact, the quality of
the discourse matters as well, and if you add them together, it’s the candidate who not only is confident but also
gives a well-structured speech who ends up winning the people’s support.
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